1. Goal
For Scout & Nimble we wanted to achieve something more
than just a simple online store. From the very beginning we
were thinking big - not only for customers, as we of course
want them to feel free in using our services, but also for
employees and suppliers. That’s why we focused on
automation, making all processes much easier and faster
while retaining top performance and security.
scoutandnimble.com

Scope
Web Development
Digital Product Design
Quality Assurance

Key Challenges

Built entirely on AWS with ELB, auto
scaling, serverless

Visual Search

(EDI) implementation

FedEx & UPS integration

Semi-automated order processing

Trustpilot integration

PayPal and Payflow Pro integration

TaxCloud integration

Full support for Google Ads,
Facebook Ads, Instagram and
Pinterest

Electronic Document Interchange

2. Solution
To ful ll a promise, and deliver such a complex project we had
to employ not only coders but also some great technologies.
Thanks to Ruby on Rails and it’s features we could deliver a
safe, modern and stable portal in a reasonable time. On the
other hand we collaborated with AWS services to make sure
that performance is there, and our customer won’t be worried
about servers or maintenance. Top it up with JavaScript and
our goal of a beautiful store came to life.

Technologies
Ruby

Vue.js

CoffeeScript

Docker

Sidekiq

AWS

Integrated Admin Panel
We brought a complex, custom-made Administration Panel - so in one place it’s possible to control all speci c e-commerce actions like Order Management,
Product Management, adding Rooms and more!

3. Effect
To ful ll a promise, and deliver such a complex project we had
to employ not only coders but also some great technologies.
Thanks to Ruby on Rails and it’s features we could deliver a
safe, modern and stable portal in a reasonable time. On the
other hand we collaborated with AWS services to make sure
that performance is there, and our customer won’t be worried
about servers or maintenance. Top it up with JavaScript and
our goal of a beautiful store came to life.

Workflow
Curious how we deliver? Not a big secret. We are
putting exactly the same care about starting the
project - making sure that we are on the same
page before coding and finishing it, so you are left
with a complete, working product.

190% growth
There is nothing better for us than to see our customer grow thanks to the
projects and support we delivered. Scout & Nimble is no different in that
manner - we are happy and proud to say that their company noticed 190%
growth since release of a new store version.

About Scout & Nimble
In collaboration with Jesse and Sam Bodine we wanted to help them achieve
their goal, today Scout&Nimble helps both designers and customers
searching for designer curated furnishings and décor. We knew that bringing
a community of designers required to prepare the whole project for high
traffic, security compliance and everyone's expectation about UI/UX.

I've been using Netkodo for web development for over 3 years now and they have
exceeded my expectations. They are extremely skilled, reasonably priced, complete
projects in a timely manner, and understand our needs as an e-commerce company. I
highly recommend them for any type of web development needs.

Sam Bodine

CEO / Co-Founder

